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I am said to be a revolutionist in my sympathies, by birth, by
breeding and by principle. I am always on the side of the revolutionists, because there never was a revolution unless there were
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This is the second half of the Feminist Science Fiction themed issue, focussing on sexuality and gender identity. The three pieces in this issue are all excellent social/political speculative fiction in their
own right, stories that are beautiful and useful. These are not necessarily stories about queer issues—
and in any case what speculative fiction story is ever about only one, obvious thing?—but they are
queer stories in as much as they challenge the reader's expectations or prejudices about sex and gender
while they're about the business of challenging our lazy expectations on all sorts of other fronts too.
To talk more about some of these issues, we have invited speculative author and unrepentant geek
Natania Barron (founder of The Outer Alliance) to write a guest editorial for this issue. Enough from
me. Enjoy the issue.
Djibril Alayad, April 2010

Guest editorial by Natania Barron
I've always believed that one of the most important functions of speculative fiction is to push the
boundaries of our world into those of other worlds. Unlike any other genre, it gives writers the opportunity to change the rules, to twist the fabric of culture, to explore societies and mores apart from the
lens of their own existences, their own realities. And it is for this very reason writers and readers alike
are drawn to these worlds—distorted mirrors of our own—for entertainment, escape, and enlightenment.
I have great hope in speculative fiction. In my mind there is no better genre to explore the complexities of gender, sexuality, and sexual orientation. Our understanding comes from our cultures, our religions—it seems a perfect fit to translate to worlds of fantasy and science fiction.
But not everyone agrees with me. Last summer, after a hateful, bigoted speculative fiction author
decided to attack the LGBTQ community and fiction containing such themes, I searched for a support
group. I had to connect with like minded individuals who were as horrified at the language and the
hatred as I was.
When I couldn't find a support group, I started one with the help of a few friends. Within a few days
we had fifty people; in a month we had three hundred.
We are called the Outer Alliance. (www.outeralliance.org) We're a network of writers, creators, and
readers around the world dedicated to the idea that our voices matter. We believe that the speculative
fiction community has a responsibility to support writers and publications that continue to make headway and push the envelope with LGBTQ themes. We are here to boost the signal and to show our
pride.
The queer sf issue of The Future Fire resoundingly represents the goals of the Outer Alliance. The
fiction you will find in these pages will press buttons, ask questions, and present alternate worlds
where the rules are simply different. I hope that with each new exploration of other worlds published
we progress farther toward understanding and acceptance in our own world.
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‘Silence’
Alex Fleetwood
Until the last day, the judge kept a vigil in
the court. The judges travelled around a
circuit of cities in that country, aligning
their hearings with old market-days, though
only one juror in a thousand could remember why. They settled for a fortnight at a
time in chain hotels that would not offend
the public purse. In other countries, the
judges worked in their own towns, or heard
their cases on their own with no jurors to
remember anything at all. They could have
chosen to stay judges and go home.
The criminal was a boy, frozen inside a
childish game of push and shove because
he’d brought a blade. The country saw it-
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self reflected in the case, until the other
news. The learned had expounded on
cramped apartments, violent idols and poor
diets. Reporters had grounded their parallel
tribunal in every relative of one boy or the
other: a man’s chaotic fatherhoods, a
mother’s solace in the misunderstood rituals of her transformed city religion, an
older brother’s escape through university
and opportunity. They were all on trial for
the son’s mistake and every son before.
On the first day, the tabloid newspapers
had caricatured the lawyers and the judge.
The prosecutor’s hobbies and the defence
counsel’s tailoring were charming little
flourishes, likewise the junior counsel for
the prosecution, a fresh graduate and still a
competition show-jumper. The judge and
her partner were reasons for scrutiny, not
entertainment. A married judge was part of
the natural order but a woman judge was
still a novelty. A woman judge married to
another woman had multiplied both factors
into something quite remarkable. Most of
the nosiness had fallen on the judge: gossipy profile features, unflattering cartoons,
pictures from her youth in combative student clothes, jokes about how her surname
qualified her to pass judgement on a knife
fight, tenuously scientific analyses of how
the circumstances of her marriage might
affect her power to decide.
During one cross-examination, the clerk
of the court passed her a note about the
king’s and the prime minister’s addresses.
The judge had adjourned court, for an hour,
but resumed the next day and the next. One
by one, the jurors disappeared as the days
grew shorter and the stars grew hard to see.
The prime minister, an arts graduate reading from a script, talked about a perverse
field of energy that would still the sub-

sides they’d bought with others’ misdeeds.
They imitated the crown on the head of the
king, who had taken to his forest castle
straight away with his hunting dogs and his
treasures and his sons.
The judge waited for new cases in the
empty court. She drank the granulated coffee
from the kitchenette and watched through
the windows of the judges’ study. She read
some manuals of law and blushed when she
remembered old decisions: oh dear, I’m not
sure I should have directed the jury that way
after all, but nobody appealed, so did that
make it just? Nobody in that case had died,
not before, not after, until now. Once, she
did something she had longed to do during
boring summing-ups and yodelled a droning
gargle from the bench. The telephones in the
hotel were broken, but sometimes they still
worked at the court. She used the telephones
to speak to her partner, since nobody had
come to requisition them.
‘Come back to our house by the lake,’ said
her partner. ‘We’ll light the fire and stare
into the sun, and the dogs will lie in our
laps.’
‘I swore an oath to the law,’ said the judge.
‘What would it mean, if somebody came
looking for it and couldn’t find it?’
‘Come away with me to the Welsh hills,’
said her partner. ‘We’ll climb to the top of
the oldest rock and sing loudly enough to
wake a dragon.’
‘Do you know what kind of people have
gone into the hills?’ said the judge. ‘The
people I see in my court. People who trick
themselves they’ll see it out, with plans and
ropes and guns for afterwards.’
‘Sail out with me to my mother’s seashore,’ said her partner. ‘We’ll bury ourselves under the sand before it’s time.’
The judge’s partner was a doctor who visited the tired and the old. ‘When your patients see you,’ said the judge, ‘have you
been doing what they ask you to?’
‘I’m not supposed to tell you,’ said the doctor. ‘You’re a judge.’
‘Well, then,’ the judge said, and she
mopped her eyes. ‘I’ve told you how to find
the court.’

atomic charges of the universe. The king on
television talked about serving his people in
their common fate. Other beliefs held it was
the serpent, or the opposite of the brother of
the sun, or the great piranha come to swallow the world. The case was planned to finish a week before the countdown day, at
least. The judge carried on under the new
emergency provisions and sent home the
non-essential staff.
The crime had two penalties: a very short
one or a very long one. The judge looked at
the young defendant in his boxy courtroom
suit. His shoulders were sagging where his
body betrayed the cloth. She could only
bring herself to impose the very long one,
which was also going to be very short.
‘What kind of punishment is that?’ roared
the father of the dead boy, that is, the boy
who had died already. ‘He’ll be no different
from the rest of us!’
The last sounds in the court were the father
and his brothers wrestling the guards for possession of the boy. The judge raised her
voice and threatened them with charges of
contempt. She stayed with the guards until
the boy was loaded back into the van, to see
that justice—and no more than justice—
would be done.
The judge was staying at the nearest hotel
to court. The town had been part of her circuit ever since she became a judge, and once
she had sentenced a burglar who had entered
the hotel by embarrassingly disabling a combination lock. The hotel workforce never
stayed long enough to show the gratitude she
never sought. The clerk of the court gave up
after another day and wanted her to join him
turning out the lights. ‘Leave me the keys,’
the judge said. ‘There needs to be a court.’
‘You’re doing more than the king’s done,’
said the clerk.
‘But we always have,’ said the judge. For
the next few days, she opened the court herself at the appointed hour. The prosecution,
as the jargon went, the crown, had chosen to
withdraw charges in the remaining cases,
officially on the grounds that the hearings
could not be finished in time. The crown
themselves were going to retire to the fireThe Future Fire 2010.20
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one, but so they did.’
‘And has anybody come to see the judge?’
he said.
‘I can’t take that choice away from them,’
she said. ‘They don’t have many left.’
The bus driver climbed in and started to
honk the horn in the rhythm of a jokey showtune.
‘Well, if you’re sure,’ the auditor said, and
climbed on to the steps. ‘Goodbye, then,
Susan Carver.’
‘Good luck with your grandfather,’ she
said.
‘He doesn’t have a wife, and, well, neither
do I,’ said the night auditor. ‘My father has,
but better if he didn’t.’
The judge went back to the hotel and
tripped the combination lock. She counted
out how many clothes she’d need from her
own suitcase and removed enough tinned
food for twice as many meals. Then she doubled the amount of tins, for hospitality. The
back of the kitchens even yielded a gas
stove. She went out once to find a trolley in
the street and out again to trundle it all into
the court.
The people in the street were doing whatever they’d never had time to do before. The
judge watched a mock battle ebb up and
down the street, where fighters armed themselves with fixtures torn from shops and
willingly collapsed unconscious where they
lay. They experimented with the sensations
of each other’s bodies and consumed all the
last stock from the supermarkets. The judge
could judge but had no right to enforce. She
dragged the courthouse’s valuables out into
the street and made a stack of computers,
ornaments and ceremonial equipment. There
would still be people who wanted their last
act to involve showing off with precious
metals: she’d usually seen them in her court
as well. As an afterthought, for the same reason, she left out her judicial robes. They’d
suit some bravo as a costume well, and she
didn’t need those to be a judge.
She looked at the bare wall behind the
bench where she had taken down the gilded
royal seal. This isn’t what I meant to do this
week at all, she thought. You always ask for

The judge was the last guest at her hotel,
and the night auditor was the last worker: the
others had found their way back home or
made homes with each other. ‘Well,’ he said
one morning before she left for court. ‘Well,
very well,’ she said. She noticed a suitcase
and a rucksack in front of the desk, but they
were his, not hers. ‘Where are you going to
go?’ she said.
‘I can’t be responsible for you any longer,’
he said. ‘I’m going to find my grandfather in
the dales.’
She went with him to the homing station
outside the concert hall, that city’s largest
patch of open ground. The army and the
churches had joined up into a mass transit
network of compassion, with coaches and
lorries travelling from node to node. Their
passengers milled around as logisticians who
stood out in camouflage worked out how to
distribute them all between the minivans and
private cars and armoured vehicles and take
them further home. Under a red-crossed flag,
inside the box office of the concert hall, a
charity had assembled grown-up children
whom jobs and universities had strung out
across the country. They were going to wait
for stragglers another day and travel together
to their parents for the final stretch, at the
end of their professional lives and the brief
resumption of their collective ones. The
priests and soldiers were receiving singletons
who’d volunteered to spend their last days in
service and release a married man or woman
from their work.
‘That one must be yours,’ the judge said.
‘It’s going north.’
‘Couldn’t it be yours, as well?’ he said.
‘How do you know that?’ said the judge.
‘I looked it up,’ said the auditor. ‘I was
wondering why you didn’t just go home.’
The journey took no boats or planes, at
least, but it lasted the best part of a day, or
the worst part of a day, even without travelling in convoy.
‘So won’t you go now?’ said the auditor.
The judge stared through the windows of the
bus, where the auditor faced travelling alone.
‘But then the town would have no judge,’
she said. ‘I never thought they’d make me
The Future Fire 2010.20
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‘Of course we know,’ said the husband.
‘Otherwise, we’d not have asked for a divorce.’
‘Divorces use family lawyers,’ the judge
said. ‘I’m not that sort of judge.’
‘On the contrary,’ said the husband.
‘You’re the only sort of judge.’
‘Why would somebody want a divorce on
his last day in the world?’ said the judge.
‘Two people,’ said the husband.
‘Don’t let’s talk about me,’ said the wife.
‘We want a divorce because I slept with
another woman,’ said the husband.
‘Well,’ the judge said to herself, ‘why else
does anyone want anything?’ She tried to
arrange some order in the courtroom and
hide the blankets she had piled up around the
bench so she could sleep. The husband and
wife sat down in the seats belonging to the
barristers. The judge decided not to move
them, but she fussed around and tried to find
a way for them to swear the oath. The clerk
had taken away the holy books. ‘If I can’t
make them do that,’ she thought, ‘I might as
well have gone home and spent my last few
days in company.’ Finally she decided that
they could affirm, and she began to listen to
their case.
The husband and wife had married for a
visa. He came from the far parts of the commonwealth and had entered the country on a
working holiday. She just came from the far
parts of the same continent, with a passport
that entitled her to stay. His first visa had
been coming to an end and he’d sought a
way to continue in his successful job repairing imaginary computer parts. He’d discussed the problem with his compatriots who
worked in bars until one of them remembered a flatmate, an administrator with a
halting accent who worked for an agency
that employed agricultural labourers. The
judge had heard of the firm from other trials
on the circuit. Its seasonal workers lived six
to a room and frequently got into fights,
which had led to them telling the judge about
their living conditions through puffed-up
lips.
The judge realised she was entitled to annul
the marriage. The law said she could regard

silence in the court, and then you don’t want
it when you’ve got it.
She’d exerted herself all day, she decided,
and she was going to have to eat. She made a
simple meal based on soup and swept her
glasses off the side of the sink when she
turned a tap off with her left hand. The thin
lenses shattered on the lino tiles. ‘Well, I’m
not going to need those,’ she said out loud.
‘Anything that was worth seeing, I’ve seen,
and it can’t have been worth it if I didn’t try
to see it.’ She swept the shards up with a
piece of tissue. ‘Now, I’ve still got the courtroom left,’ she said, ‘but I’ve already seen
everything I’m going to see in there.’ She
wanted to telephone her partner and say: ‘I
really did break my glasses.’ Her partner
would sigh and say: ‘You did, didn’t you?
You knocked them off the side of the sink.’
‘Yes, I did,’ she’d say, ‘you see, we still had
time to make that come true.’
It was colder than she expected when she
woke up in the court. The sky had gone
white and the sun was black. She’d imagined
that she might just stop, if she didn’t gradually pass out, but she hadn’t thought of freezing. She wondered whether she shouldn’t
have put her robes out after all.
Two people came to the courtroom in the
morning and knocked at the front door until
she let them in. They were a man, built to
play contact sports, and a woman, dressed
properly for the cold with fleece at every
seam. Both of them were wearing wedding
rings. They still waited on the other side of
the useless metal detector for her to ask them
in. The judge’s authoritative stare had become a squint.
‘Do you need penance for a sin?’ the judge
asked. ‘One of the seven old ones, or the
new ones? Did you steal a life, a treasure, or
a right to choose? Did you deny the name of
love in the name of a country or a god? Did
you raise a baby to bind you to each other?
Did you profit from the poor or from children who aren’t born?’
‘No,’ the husband said. ‘We’d like a divorce.’
The judge was taken aback. ‘Do you know
what day it is?’ she said.
The Future Fire 2010.20
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‘Could you repeat that, please?’ the judge
said. Perhaps the black sun made people hear
odd things.
‘This is the woman that I tried to warn,’ she
said. ‘Before she would become my husband’s wife instead.’
The judge tugged at her fringe. She had
never presided without a judge’s wig before.
She wondered whether she would always
have been pulling at her hair if she had done
the other trials with a bare head.
‘I bought a gun from the owner of my
firm,’ said the wife. ‘It was a starting pistol,
for the races, and it cost me one thousand.
The armourer had drilled out the barrel to
fire some real bullets. It felt like a bar of the
heaviest metal in the world. The black paint
was coming off, because they have to paint
the pistols orange at the factory. I thought it
would be cold but it took the warmth out of
my hands and then it felt warm.’
‘Did you hold it in your hand?’ said the
judge.
‘Yes, yes, I held in my hand.’
‘I mean,’ said the judge, ‘did you wear
gloves, or was it in your hand, like this?’ The
judge tapped her fingers on to her other
palm.
‘Yes, I held it in my hand, like this, and
then I saw I had it on my skin, and so I realised I will have to do this thing.’
‘What happened next?’ said the judge.
When she had been a lawyer, she had been
trained to ask that if a witness ever left her
stark dumbfounded.
Hana looked at Andrew. ‘Then I decided
when am I going to do that. I put on your
thickest winter coat and a woollen hat and
zipped the pistol into a coat pocket, inside. It
was pulling my whole rib cage down as I am
walking. This woman lives on the corner of
an alleyway.’
‘I know where she lives,’ said Andrew. He
was sitting by his wife in the same row of
fold-down seats.
‘Andrew, I know, the judge still does not
know. I was waiting in the corner of that alleyway as she is coming home. She was talking on her phone and she was laughing. I
thought she was laughing on the phone to

the sham as void and send the couple home,
or at least send them away. She explained
what an annulment meant and that they need
never have come to court.
‘That might be the law,’ the wife said, ‘but
it isn’t fair.’
‘Really, we came to ask for a divorce,’ said
the husband. ‘Divorce is someone’s fault.’
Before and after the marriage, they explained, they had shared a flat to avoid the
scrutiny of the immigration police. They had
enjoyed living together, cooking for each
other, taking walks at weekends. They’d introduced their groups of friends, who all embarrassed the other group with their idea of
fun and their suspicions of the others. He had
grown up in a neighbourhood full of people
from her country, and her foibles evoked a
sudden sense of home in him. They came to
think the flat was too small for her crafting
hobbies and his gym equipment, so rented a
terraced house instead. They joked when
they moved in about him carrying her over
the threshold and her pretending the front
bedroom was a future nursery. After some
more months, long enough for them to have
really had a child, he realised that he was
choosing to spend time with his wife rather
than pursue the life that had drawn him to
travel across the world. He made contact
with his old friends again and invited another
woman he knew, a regular client from his
work, to join their frequent nights out. Soon
they had exchanged that life again for dinners, theatre visits, and overnight stays at the
other woman’s flat, which was close enough
to his workplace not to interfere.
‘All the time I was alone at night,’ his wife
said. ‘I had used to be alone, but I was enjoying that I am not any more. Andrew made
me a promise, no, not by living together, but
by staying living. And then he started talking, all the time, about some kind of other
woman, that she would be his wife if he
would obey the law. And this is the woman
that I tried to shoot,’ the wife said.
‘You tried to kill Cecilia?’ the husband
said. ‘For God’s sake, Hana. Bloody hell.’
He climbed out of the barrister’s seat and ran
his hands through his centre-parted hair.
The Future Fire 2010.20
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could stick him with. The husband stared at
her with his nostrils flaring in and out.
‘Are you going to hurt a judge?’ she said.
No, she thought, this isn’t any time for reason at all. She ran into the judges’ study and
locked the door instead. Andrew and Hana
could be doing anything, she thought, now
that I can’t see. She dropped the penknife
through the window, to the ground. She
avoided peering down to see who might have
picked it up or what they might have chosen
to do with it.
The husband and wife were still there, back
on opposite sides of the court. The judge
climbed up to the bench again.
‘When did you do it, Hana?’ said the judge.
‘I did it last week,’ Hana said.
‘This time last week?’ Damn!, the judge
thought, can’t ask witnesses that sort of
leading question. Oh, well, nobody’s present
to object.
‘Yes, I did, this time last week.’ Hana
looked down at her feet. ‘I took the idea it
did not matter, because everything is going
to happen anyway. I bought the gun from my
boss because he used, too much, and then
last week he said he would not use it after
all, what a waste eight hundred for a gun, he
could have gone with his own wife on holiday. I said, I know somebody who will use
it, and everything will fall apart in few days’
time, money is not worth. I said, if it is still
worth, please use it to send the workers
home.’
‘You did all this last week?’ Andrew said.
‘Why was Cecilia laughing?’ said the
judge.
‘Why was she what?’ said Hana.
‘It was the day we all found out we were
going to die at the same time. Why on earth
was Cecilia laughing?’
‘Because that’s Cecilia,’ said Andrew.
‘That was what she was. She’d be laughing
now, if I know Ceci. Why do you think we
were in bloody love?’
I’ve stayed away from home for this, the
judge thought, I’ve got to get it right. She
slapped her palms down on the bench. ‘Hana
and Andrew,’ she said. No, that was the
wrong tone; it was going to sound like a

you about your wife, just because it was a
woman from my country. Your friends have
joke that you have mail order bride. I had my
hand in the pocket, ready to take out, and she
is still laughing. When you walk up to that
corner, you can’t see. She was in front of her
doorway, getting out her keys. Then she was
doing something with the bin. I could see her
back but I want to find her knee, you know,
to warn.’
‘You were going to shoot her in the back?’
the husband said.
‘I did not shoot her anywhere,’ the wife
said. ‘Her bag was so loose it hung down to
her knees. I held my breath and then she
went inside, but the handle had my fingers
on, so I threw in the river.’
‘It’s called a grip,’ the husband said. ‘It’s
called a bloody grip.’
‘And this is why I came to see the judge,’
the wife said. ‘This is what you make of me,
so this is why I ask for a divorce.’
‘Why did you do that?’ the judge said.
‘Why did you think it was all right?’
‘No, I did not think it was all right,’ the
wife said. ‘Where do you think I come
from?’ She scratched both her eyebrows at
the same time. ‘I was scared,’ she said. ‘I
wanted her also to be scared.’
‘Why didn’t you leave him?’ said the
judge. ‘Why haven’t you left him? You, and
why don’t you leave her?’
‘Because there isn’t time,’ the husband
said, ‘and I’m on the wrong side of the
world.’ He reached into his own pocket and
flicked his wrist. He held the edge of a
multi-tool against his wife’s neck. Justice
meant nothing but speed now, or nothing but
pain.
Negotiate, the judge thought, find a way in.
I think that’s the way in. ‘When did you do
it, Hana?’ said the judge.
This was no time for reason, said the expression on Hana’s face. She hitched up her
knee and jabbed her husband in the groin. He
dropped the knife and his hands flew down
as if they could absorb the pain. The judge
reached down for the tool. It was part of an
electrician’s kit, with a wire-cutter head, four
blades and at least two screwdrivers that she
The Future Fire 2010.20
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would make happen to other people? Then
she thought she understood their bark. She
took cautious steps back into the court, and
her partner was standing by the witness-box,
with both their dogs on leads.
‘Oh, Susie, Susie,’ her partner said. The
dogs jumped up around the judge and sniffed
the scent of cheap tinned food.
‘You even brought the dogs with you,’ she
said.
‘What happened to your glasses?’ her partner said. ‘But I did bring the dogs.’
‘How did you come here?’ said the judge.
‘I drove,’ said her partner. ‘I left three days
ago. They said the roads were only for the
convoys and they said I should go home.
Why do you want to go away from home?,
they said. Because I’m a doctor, I said, but
what about the rest who want to end their
lives away from home? Eventually they let
me on a bus, but they didn’t want to take the
dogs. I drove the back way instead, through
the country roads.’
‘That was dangerous,’ said the judge.
‘Sleeping in an unlocked court is dangerous.’
‘It’s not unlocked, I bolted the doors shut.’
‘I walked in, didn’t I?’
‘Oh, Nickie,’ the judge said, ‘thank you.
Thank you.’
‘Have you been busy?’ her partner said.
Hana and Andrew had used their state of
grace to fall asleep, or give the semblance.
Their heads were resting on each other’s
shoulders as they nestled in seats which
might have belonged to the defence, or to the
prosecution, which way round hardly mattered, any more.
‘Not as busy as I thought I’d be,’ she said.
‘Did you really have the court open all the
time?’
‘Well, I suppose.’
‘Oh, Susie.’ Her partner shook her head.
‘Anyone could have walked in, and anything
could have happened.’
‘Everything’s about to, isn’t it?’ said
Susan. They settled under blankets, with the
forgiven couple round about them, and they
let the dogs lie in their laps.

wedding if she carried on. ‘Possession of an
offensive weapon is a crime incurring a
maximum sentence of four years in custody,’
she said. ‘To carry a weapon with intent to
kill is sufficient to constitute attempted murder. Without proof of intent to kill, the
prosecution should enter a charge of attempted grievous bodily harm. Both offences
carry a maximum sentence of life.’ She
turned to Andrew. ‘Adultery,’ she said, ‘has
not been a crime in this country since the
seventeenth century. A foreign citizen who
knowingly enters into a sham marriage is
liable to deportation.’
The husband and wife waited for a sentence. None of the penalties translated into
the silent world with the black sun. He was
wondering, and she was wondering, and the
judge was wondering, what implements the
court had for inflicting pain now that time
meant reprieve not punishment. She would
have to do it all herself, unless the other partner helped.
The judge gazed at both of them. ‘I forgive
you,’ she said. They showed no signs of
leaving, so she said, ‘Go free from this
court.’
‘Actually,’ said Andrew, ‘I think we’d
rather stay.’
‘I mean,’ said Hana, ‘we won’t have time
now to go somewhere else, now that we
came to do this.’
The judge climbed down from the bench. It
was silly, really, to keep on sitting there. ‘I
think I can probably make you something to
eat,’ she said, ‘but I’m not sure what time
it’s going to happen. If it’s late, I mean, there
might not be enough.’
Inside the kitchen, she leant against the
wall and breathed out the law, and duty, and
vengeance. She inspected the remaining tins
with thoughts of flavour. While she was
cleaning the saucepan from the last time, she
heard dogs growling in the courtroom. She
put down the brush for washing up and
picked up the sharpest thing there was, a
kitchen fork that was going to be far too
small. Oh, please, not by dogs, she thought.
Couldn’t anyone have thought what would
happen to their dogs, or what their dogs
The Future Fire 2010.20
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‘Titanium and Silk’
Nick Poniatowski

Illustrations © 2010 Rebecca Whitaker

Rho’s knees hiss quietly as she walks
down the corridor of her section. Her
joints are functioning at optimal efficiency, and all of her system diagnostics
seem fine, but the internal gauge for
Rho’s energy core tells her that she’s at
6.5% power. At this rate, Rho calculates
that she has about four days before her
energy core is completely drained and
she shuts down, forever.
She’s been assigned the primary function of guarding the New Detroit Oubliette for seventy-one days now, but all of
her memories before that time are missing. Her memory bearings have been
removed from her synthbrain, plucked
out like ripened berries. Gone. After
conferring with the other guards, Rho
has discovered that all of their memory
The Future Fire 2010.20

bearings are unaccounted for, and noone know why.
Rho makes her nightly rounds, and
when she arrives at cell 41 she stares in
through the window-slit. The ten prisoners in the cell are asleep in their cots,
clutching threadbare blankets and stirring occasionally with frightened groans.
But there is an eleventh prisoner in cell
41, the young woman that arrived an
hour ago, and because there are no
empty cots, she is slumped in a corner of
the floor like a dishrag. Rho didn’t process the prisoner’s entry, but she knows
from the registry that her name is Cindel.
Cindel’s eyes are open, barely, and
they look like pools of skim milk. Her
ponytail, which Rho originally thought
was a red silk scarf, fans out between her
9

Work begins in 17 minutes and four seconds.”
The prisoner takes a step back, raising her
hands in mock compliance. Rho opens a slot
in the bottom of the door and inserts a tray of
food that the prisoner grabs and takes to her
cot. She scoops protein mush into her mouth
with her hands as the other prisoners receive
their trays, one by one.
They eat on their cots in silence, staring at
the walls to avoid looking at Cindel, to avoid
facing the painful reminder that they too will
suffer Cindel’s fate, each in her own time.
“Please proceed to the lift in an orderly
fashion,” Rho says as she swipes her keycard
on the door’s reader. It emits a chirpy arpeggio, and the door slides open. The ten prisoners stack their trays next to the door and
march out of cell 41. The last one to leave is
the tattooed woman who calmly spits in
Rho’s face before joining the stream of prisoners heading to the factory by the hundreds.
Spitting is a human act of indignation,
Rho knows. And Rho believes that if she had
Morning in the Oubliette is announced the capacity for expressing such emotion,
with floodlights. The prisoners of cell 41 rise she would not. She would feel neither anger
from their cots and line up in single file at nor resentment every time she wiped the sathe cell door. The last prisoner to do so is a liva from her cheek. No, she would feel pity.
The cell block is empty now, and Rho
stout woman with a tattoo on her arm of a
dragon with six breasts. The woman shuffles steps into cell 41.
“Cindel.” Rho sets down a tray of food
toward Cindel who is still crumpled in the
corner, and nudges her beneath the ribs with and medical supplies and touches the pink
skin around Cindel’s scabs. Cindel winces,
her foot.
“Leave her be,” Rho says from outside splitting the wounds open further.
With a great deal of effort, Cindel rolls
the cell. She is accompanied by another gynoid guard whose rifle is drawn. “Get in line over. Her eyelids are heavy, and her thin lips
to receive your meal.” The tattooed prisoner barely move as she utters, “Why am I here?”
“You are not an asset to the war movesaunters to the front of the line, staring at
ment through combat. Nor are you an asset
Rho through the tempered glass window.
“You brought us a new friend, eh? She’s through population proliferation. All civilian
pretty enough. She can sleep in my cot to- women are required to—”
Cindel laughs, though it sounds to Rho
night... if she’s not dead by then.”
“She will sleep alone,” Rho states, like the wheezing of a faulty respirator filter.
“Spare me your ‘bleed or breed’ lecture. I’ve
“because her wounds are infected.”
The tattooed prisoner squints at Cindel’s heard that pathetic excuse my entire life. I
whip wounds and scoffs. “Ain’t nothin’ know why I’m in the Oubliette. What I
meant was, ‘Why am I not dead?’”
worse than what we’ve dealt with.”
“Because,” Rho says in her monotone,
“Perhaps not. But until she is healthy, she
is to be left alone. Now if you’ll step away gynoid voice. “You are worth more to the
from the door, you will be given your meals. war effort alive. If every potential Oubliette

shoulder blades, crusted in blood. There are
long gashes like criss-crossing canyons on
Cindel’s back—lashes from a steel-tipped
whip. Her breathing is labored, erratic.
“Are you conscious?” Rho asks the prisoner. For a moment, there is only the humming of electricity through the prison walls,
low and constant. Then, Cindel makes a
noise. It sounds to Rho like raspy coughing,
but when she sees the tears pooling underneath Cindel’s glazed eyes, she realizes that
Cindel has been weeping. Cindel rolls over
so that her back is facing Rho straight-on
and she continues to sob. Her body twitches,
and the scabs on her back tear open. It’s only
slightly, but it’s enough for blood and yellowish pus to ooze from the wounds. The
lashes are infected, and there’s nothing to be
done now.
With all the prisoners sleeping except for
Cindel, Rho leans against the wall and powers down for the night, conserving her energy.
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tein mush. They line up to be shepherded to
the factory as they shudder off their nightmares like snakeskins, shrunken and useless.
“Enjoy your night on the floor, pretty
one? It’ll be your last,” the woman with the
dragon tattoo croons as she crouches next to
Cindel. Then, she kisses Cindel on the lips.
But it’s not a malicious kiss. It’s despondent,
like the last kiss of a lover before going to
war.
The tattooed woman grins at Cindel, and
for the first time, Cindel notices how old the
woman is. Her face is wrinkled, and her
cataracts swirl like white smoke from a signal flare. “I’m Delaney, pretty one. Remember that.”
Because she can’t think of what else to
say, Cindel says, “Cindel.”
As she watches Delaney spit in Rho’s
face, Cindel wonders how many years Delaney has been in the Oubliette. She wonders
who she left behind, who the kiss was meant
for.
Delaney leaves the cell, but she doesn’t
join the herd of prisoners marching to the
factory. Instead, she shrieks like a banshee—
a cry that echoes above the din of hundreds
of clomping boots—and she lunges at the
armed gynoid standing next to Rho.
Her fingers grope hopelessly at the stun
rifle. Her eyes are wide with insanity, with
rage. Mid-shriek, Delaney is shot in the chest
with an arc of electricity that cracks the air.
The gynoid lifts Delaney—unconscious
now—and slings her over a shoulder like a
rag doll.
“Move along,” the gynoid shouts at
gawking prisoners.
As if nothing happened, the prisoners
continue marching to the lift at the end of the
hall until they all disappear into the bowels
of the Oubliette, and the cell block is silent
once more.
When Rho walks into cell 41, Cindel is
sitting cross-legged with her arms resting on
her knees.
“What will happen to Delaney?” Cindel’s
Same as every morning before this one, eyes are closed, but her eyebrows rise, waitand every morning until their deaths, the ing for Rho’s response.
“She will be extricated.” “Extricated?”
prisoners are awoken by floodlights and proprisoner completes 40,256 hours of labor,
the mechanized fleet will be three times larger than our enemies’.”
“Well, stupid me.”
Because her baseline programming doesn’t include files for sarcasm, Rho ignores
Cindel’s statement and says, “Now lie still,
please. I must tend to your wounds.” She
removes a cylindrical bottle of antibiotic
ointment from the tray. “I’ll try not to hurt
you.” She’s careful to cover every centimeter
of the lacerations, but it’s difficult with Cindel thrashing like a trout on a fishing hook.
When Rho is finished, she begins wrapping
Cindel with a white gauze bandage, around
her naked torso.
Cindel manages to groan, “Thank you.”
“You’re welcome. The flush should clear
up the infection and any nerve-tox that’s still
poisoning your system. In three days, you’ll
be strong enough to work.”
“In three days, I’ll be strong enough to
escape this place.”
“I would advise against that course of action,” Rho says. “You will work. There is no
other option.”
“You’re a funny one.” Cindel fights a
smile. Rho leaves the tray of food on the
floor and rises, joints hissing querulously.
She locks the cell door, peers in at Cindel
once more, and trudges on to the factory
floor to watch the other prisoners build ships
and planes.
Sixteen hours later, the prisoners return to
their cells and collapse on their cots, their
bodies broken and their spirits long gone.
They do not talk to one another in the pitchblack of the cell, but some whisper prayers
that sound practiced and well-worn. The
hours pass, and from her corner of the floor,
Cindel listens to each prisoner’s breathing
slow as they fall asleep. She waits until she
can see Rho’s calculating face through the
narrow window of cell 41, checking in on
her. Then, Cindel allows sleep to consume
her.
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“Removed from the war effort. The
Oubliette warden will be notified, and when
he arrives, he will kill her on the factory
floor.”
“In front of everyone?” Cindel opens her
eyes, staring ice through Rho.
“She will be made an example. It happens
often.”
“I’m sure,” Cindel sighs.
“Your health looks to have improved,”
Rho says in her most cheerful vocalization
protocol. She kneels down slowly, her knees
and ankles wheezing, and she replaces the
empty tray with a new one. “May I inspect
your lacerations?” Cindel nods, but her body
remains still. “What are you doing? This
stance?”
“It’s called the half lotus position,” Cindel says.
“What does it do?” Rho unwindes the
gauze from Cindel’s naked body.
“Keeps me from going nuts,” Cindel says.
Again, the sarcasm doesn’t register. “It
looks like the infection should clear up.”
Rho sets the scab-encrusted gauze on the
empty tray and unrolls a fresh strip. “But you
have to keep the wounds covered until
they’re fully healed.”
Then, with no conversational logic that
Rho can detect, Cindel suddenly asks,
“What’s your name?” Cindel opens her eyes.
Rho’s face is inches from hers, and Rho’s
arms are wrapped around her torso, leading
the first circle of gauze.
“My name?” Rho asks.
“Yes. What are you called?”
“I suppose I’m One Hundred. It’s the
number etched on my forearm.” Rho wraps
the gauze around Cindel one last time and
ties it behind her. Then she holds up her arm
and lifts the gray sleeve of her fiberweave
uniform, allowing Cindel to see the Greek
letter tattooed on her wrist.
“Oh, you mean ‘Rho.’ Gynoids are named
after Greek letters. I’m surprised you only
have one,” Cindel says. She holds Rho’s arm
and gently rotates it, looking for more symbols. “You must be one of the first.”
“Thank you,” Rho says, “for telling me
my name.”
The Future Fire 2010.20

“Hey, don’t mention it. But how the hell
do you not know your own name?”
“I’ve lost my memory bearings. All of the
guards have.” Rho looks at Cindel’s face:
her dark eyebrows, her upturned nose, her
brown eyes, the faint remnant of an acne scar
on her left cheek that looks like a tiny pink
four-leaf clover waiting to bloom. “May I
ask you another question, Cindel?”
“Sure.”
“What do I look like?”
“Here,” Cindel says as she reaches out
and grabs Rho’s hands. She guides them to
Rho’s own face, letting her feel the contours,
record the texture. Cindel releases Rho’s
hands, and Rho stands up. She looks down at
her tea-colored forearms and she tenses
them, noting the hydraulic tendons that bulge
beneath her synthskin, pushing the “P” tattoo
upward.
“You look like a human,” Cindel says.
“Thank you. Again.”
Rho walks out of the cell, but before she
closes the door behind her, she turns to Cindel and reminds her, “You will be able to
join the workforce in two days.”
“You mean I’ll be able to escape in two
days,” with a wink.
“I am beginning to understand your jokes,
and I hope that was one of them, for your
sake. You are joking, aren’t you?”
Cindel chuckles, and Rho interprets it as
an affirmative response. The door slides
shut, and Rho walks to the factory, her joints
hissing susurrus complaints with each step.
Hours later, when the prisoners return,
Cindel climbs into the empty cot where Delaney used to sleep, and listens to the prayers
of some, the night terrors of others. Her body
feels stronger, but Cindel feels this place’s
claws sinking into her more deeply.
From her post in the hallway, before she
powers down for the night, Rho listens to the
human white noise as well. She wonders
what the prisoners dream about when they
sleep. And for a few microseconds, she wonders if she herself would be capable of
dreaming if she still had her titanium memory bearings.
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It is the last day Cindel will be left in cell
41. Tomorrow, she will join the war effort,
building more Osprey-17 fighter jets and
Katzbalger aircraft carriers than the world
has ever seen.
She doesn’t mind the thought of working
for sixteen hours, doing hard labor that
would break even a farm animal’s spirit. But
she finds no solace in the fact that she will
do this until she dies, a coward and a slave.
When Rho steps into cell 41 and sets
down Cindel’s meal, Cindel is standing with
her eyes closed, bending down at the waist
and touching the floor with her palms.
“What’s this one called?” Rho asks.
“Sun salutation.” There’s less blood soaking through her bandages today; only a few
blotches have made it through the thick
gauze.
“What does it do?”
Cindel opens her eyes, inhales deeply,
and sits on the floor. “Nothing,” Cindel says,
chuckling. “Supposed to give you good fortune... it’s a greeting to the sun.”
“But there is no sun.” Rho looks up at the
ceiling where a single floodlight beams
down like a blinding sentinel.
“Well don’t I look like an ass then?”
“Here,” Rho says. “I brought you something extra today.” She sets a folded gray
fiberweave work uniform on the floor next to
Cindel.
“Got sick of seeing me naked, huh?” Cindel reaches for the work shirt and starts to
pull it over her head.
“Wait. I have to give you fresh bandages
first.”
Cindel holds her arms up as Rho unwinds
the gauze.
“Why are you always so nice to me?”
“Because,” Rho says as she inspects the
healing whip lashes, “it’s my primary function.”
“To coddle me?”
“As I stated, every prisoner is expected to
work while they’re interned here. If I must
mend your wounds for that to happen, then I
must mend your wounds.”
“If only every woman was like you.”
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“What do you mean?” Rho asks.
“Oh, nothing.”
“No,” Rho says as she sits in front of Cindel. “You’re always saying things that I
don’t understand... things that I perhaps take
too literally.” She looks at her hands, turns
them over to gaze upon the “P” tattoo, and
turns them over again. “I want to understand.”
“It’s just my past,” Cindel says. “Nothing
important, now that I’m here.”
“Please, tell me about your past.”
“What’s there to tell?”
“For instance,” Rho says, carefully. “How
were you captured? Were you in bed with
another woman when they found you?”
“I wish!” Cindel slaps her thigh and
smiles. Then she bites her lower lip. Her face
suddenly looks drawn, old. “No, they found
my lover and me hiding in an abandoned solar farm on Lake Saint Clair.” She continues
in a tone barely above a whisper, “We’d
been running for a month, and we were too
weak to fight back.” Rho considers urging
Cindel to continue with her story, but she
can see the same crescent moons of wetness
under her eyes that were there on Cindel’s
first night in the Oubliette. Rho stands up,
her hydraulics straining.
“Why do you hiss like that when you
move? Are your joints damaged?”
“No, my energy core is low. All of ours
are. We’ve asked the Oubliette Warden if he
can recharge them, but he said he’ll just
bring new ones. He hasn’t yet.”
Cindel nods, understanding. “Rho?”
Rho stops before she slides the keycard
through the reader. “Yes?”
“You know how I joke about escaping?”
“Yes. I wish you wouldn’t.”
“Well, what if I wasn’t joking? What if
we both escaped, together?”
“Escape is not possible. And if you mention it again, I will have to recommend you
for extrication.”
“Right, what do you have to gain from
escaping? Once your energy core runs out,
that’s it, huh?”
“The Oubliette warden—”
“And don’t tell me that the Oubliette war-
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den’s going to bring you a new one. You
know damn well he’s not. You’re too expensive to fix. How many of your fellow gynoids have disappeared since you started
working here? And have you ever stopped to
think about why they removed your memory
bearings?”
“I haven’t dwelled on it. After all, my
memories aren’t vital to my primary function.”
Cindel paces around Rho. With each step,
she says, in rhythm, “That’s because your
primary function is to be a prisoner.”
“I—” Rho stops. The logic of Cindel’s
hypothesis is there, hanging in the air between them. Rho frowns, her processors
struggling. “But I’m not... Gynoids aren’t
assigned a sexuality at our inception.”
“That’s because they assumed you’d be
hetero by default. But you’re not. You were
soldiers, all of you. ‘Sexpot Sallies.’ I know
what gynoids are used for on the battlefield...
double duty. But when you wouldn’t spread
your legs for your human platoon mates during those lonely nights, they locked you up
in here with the rest of us.”
Though Rho longs for just one lost memory bearing, one tiny titanium sphere of data,
one ball of feelings, emotions, and experiences that was ripped from her like a loose
button on a shirt, she will not allow this
longing to interfere with her primary function. Memories get in the way of progress.
And clinging to the past is useless.
“I know what you’re trying to do,” Rho
says. “Pandering to an android is futile. Do
not mention escape again. Tomorrow, you
will work.”
Cindel steels herself against the fear of
death that, until now, never had a face.
“Tomorrow, I will attempt to escape,” she
says.
“Very well. I shall summon the Oubliette
warden to come tomorrow morning for your
extrication.” Rho mimics a sigh. “I have
grown fond of you, Cindel. Were I human, it
would be... piteous? Yes, it would be piteous
to see you go.”
“Who did you love?” Cindel asks
hoarsely. “You’re no different than I am.”
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Rho leaves, and in the hours until the
prisoners return from the factory, Cindel
meditates on her impending death. If escape
truly is impossible, then she wants to die.
She wants to be made an example. Perhaps
others will follow.
“You’re not sitting like a flower or greeting the sun today,” Rho says as she enters
Cindel’s cell the next morning. The workforce has already been herded to the factory
with the promise of an extrication.
“Not a bad attempt at a joke. For a robot.”
Cindel’s doing push-ups, inhaling and exhaling with each repetition.
“You don’t have to fight me,” Rho says.
“The Oubliette warden will be here shortly,
and your extrication is inevitable. Please,
when I escort you, do not resist. I don’t wish
to hurt you.”
Cindel laughs. “Pretty contradictory,
don’t you think?” Cindel finishes her last
push-up and wipes her brow. She stands. “I
should spit you in your face, but I won’t.”
“It matters not.” At the threshold of the
hallway, Cindel stares defiantly into Rho’s
unblinking eyes. “Cindel, please, do not resist.”
But Cindel reaches for the rifle in Rho’s
arms anyway.
In an instant, Rho twists Cindel’s arm,
kicks the back of her leg, and pins her to the
floor under her boot. “This is for your own
good,” Rho says. And she discharges her rifle.
The pain is bright, like every one of Cindel’s cells is tossed into a burning sun. Cindel is barely conscious when Rho drags her
body to the lift. Rho nods to the guard standing by the lift and steps inside.
The doors of the lift close. Cindel regains
her senses, and she feels the titanium box
quake to a start.
As the lift accelerates, the pain from the
stun rifle fades, and Cindel contemplates another attempt at disarming the gynoid. Rho
wouldn’t be expecting it. But as the lift accelerates more rapidly, Cindel feels her body
being compressed.
“Where are we going?” she asks. “Isn’t
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them. And in each one, men with large guns.
“Shit,” Cindel mouths, ducking behind
the wall. “Do you think they saw us?”
“Almost certainly,” Rho says.
“Can we go back and escape through the
factory exit?”
“Impossible. The cliff bays are only
opened when an aircraft carrier is finished.
That won’t be for another month. This is the
only way out.”
“What are we gonna do?”
“Hold on.”
“What?”
Rho doesn’t give Cindel any time to comply; she grabs Cindel’s body in her arms and
launches the two of them into a hydraulicand-titanium powered sprint. A torrent of
gunfire rushes past them. The men, the helicopters, buildings, streetlamps—become a
blur of kaleidoscopic images for what Cindel
can only imagine must be miles.
When they stop, Rho collapses, still craElectricity still pops in static bursts
through the warden’s body as the lift’s doors dling Cindel’s body. “I don’t know anything
slide shut and Cindel and Rho run through prior to my internment here,” Rho says.
“Except that I was built for war.”
the ante-corridor.
Cindel imagines Rho being built—one of
The entrance level is empty and much
less imposing than they imagined. It’s identi- first gynoids, possibly in one of the first
cal to the other hallways of the Oubliette ex- Oubliette factories. She imagines her naked
cept that, on the far end from the lift, there is circuits and hydraulics—stronger than Odysseus—being sealed beneath synthskin plata door to the outside.
“What’s out there?” Cindel pants as they ing more beautiful than Helen of Troy.
She helps Rho out of the snow and
run down the corridor. “What if the warden
has guards waiting there? What if there are presses on. “Thanks to you, we should be
able to outrun the soldiers.”
too many for you to handle?”
But already the sound of helicopters can
“We shall have to see.”
Rho slides the warden’s card through the be heard in the distance, and Cindel doesn’t
vault-door’s reader. It chirps, and a light realize that Rho’s energy core gauge is at
above the door flashes green. Rho places the 0%.
warden’s severed finger on the fingerprint
“The solar farm should be just ahead, bereader, and the second light above the door
yond these buildings,” Cindel says between
flashes green.
The door moans open, swinging on heaving pants. “I’m sure I saw some android
hinges the size of a human body. Wind from power cores when I was hiding there.” She’s
outside whips into the Oubliette, bringing holding Rho’s upper arm as they run through
snowflakes that settle on the titanium floor the husk of Old Detroit, on the fringe of the
like motes of dust. It’s the surface world of Fallout Belt, on the skin of desolation. Like
Old Detroit, chilling them with a final warn- most industrial cities, Old Detroit is where
ing. Her eyelids fluttering against the blind- generations were bred for war, where war
ing winter, Cindel can make out the unmis- consumed generations.
The helicopters haven’t spotted them yet,
takable shapes of helicopters outside. Five of

the factory floor below us?”
“We’re not going to the factory floor.
We’re waiting for the warden on the entrance level.”
“Am I not to be ‘made an example’ in
front of all the other prisoners?”
“No.”
“Let them see!” Fury from Cindel’s
mouth. “Kill me there! Why not?”
“Because,” Rho says, “we’re escaping.”
The lift shivers to a halt.
“I... I don’t understand.”
“You were right, Cindel. I’m no different
than you, even without my memories.” A
smile breaks Cindel’s face. “Now get to the
other side of the door,” Rho says as she
presses her body flat against the lift’s wall,
rifle at the ready.
“What now?”
“We wait for the warden.”
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but Rho is beginning to lag behind. “You’re
getting weaker,” Cindel says.
“Not weaker. Just... drained. I need to rest
awhile. I’m going to shut down, but only for
a minute.”
“No!” Cindel shouts. “Just a little farther!”
Rho shakes her head and heaves on, her
joints huffing like a steam train. They run
through the deserted city streets, sticking
close to storefronts, under awnings, and
weaving through alleys.
The thup-thup of helicopter blades echoes
off skeleton skyscrapers overhead, and Cindel leads Rho through the broken window of
an old bank. Outside, two of the helicopters
blaze past, searching, hunting.
“We’ll wait here until the helicopters
move out.” Cindel crouches behind a pile of
rubble, but Rho lies on the bank’s broken
marble floor.
“Rho, c’mon, we have to hide in case the
soldiers come looking on foot.”
No response.
“Rho?”
Her body is motionless.
“Oh God, not yet...” Cindel rushes to the
gynoid. “Get up!” She slaps Rho’s face. “Get
up! Get up, dammit!” But Rho’s eyes stare
blankly up at her, like marbles, and Cindel’s

screams trail off into sobs.
She’s alone now.
The helicopters eventually leave, but
they’ll be back. And when the warden is discovered dead in the lift of the Oubliette,
there will be more.
Cindel rises from the rubble. She has to
get to the solar farm and find a power core
for Rho, and after that there will be much
work to do: the other gynoids, the other prisoners, the other Oubliettes.
And then?
She dashes out of the bank toward Lake
Saint Clair, toward the farm, toward the useless black panels and the crumbling geodesic
dome. But what if they spot me? She wonders. What if they find Rho and destroy her?
Somewhere in the distance, a helicopter
lands. Running with an ardor fueled by a
lifetime of atrocity and war, Cindel throws
her hair over her shoulders, and it fans out
across her back in the way that it fanned out
when Rho mistook it for a red silk scarf. Her
whip lashes are scabbed over now. The infection is gone. She’s stronger. She carries
the memories of Delaney and Rho and the
other women of the New Detroit Oubliette.
No. They can’t destroy me. As long as I have
my memories, they can never destroy me.
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‘MERLIN’S DOLPHIN’
ERIKA TRACY

Art © 2010 Miguel Santos

The crewmen of the Merlin were
studying their new mate as though
they’d found a professor in their soup.
Then they all, to a man, began sneaking
glances at his hat. Each of them was
bareheaded or topped in a knit cap. Bernard Wellesley, however, had a broadbrimmed hat he’d picked up in Australia
some years ago. The edges heaved in the
stiff ocean breeze.
There was a cantrip for keeping hats
on. Wellesley didn’t mention that just
yet, not to these ever-so-ordinary men.
He didn’t mention the staff collapsed
and stored in the pocket of his long grey
oilskin, either. They could get used to
his clothes before they had to get used to
his talents. He could get an idea which
of them were likely to give him trouble.
For now, if keeping an eye or several on
The Future Fire 2010.20
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his flapping hat made them happy, he
was happy. He gave them a friendly
smile.He was a friendly person by nature, and easily amused, so after a few
days they decided to like him. He
worked hard, surprisingly strong for his
size and demeanor, when it was needed.
On a fully loaded supertanker, this was
often, though the crew was larger than it
might have been.
“How fast are we cruising?”
“Twelve knots. Why?”
“Twelve knots is a good ride.”
Wellesley grinned. “Back in a jif.”
Jonesy watched amazed as Wellesley
trotted toward the bow, then broke into a
sprint. “Hey! Wait!”
Wellesley vaulted the rail and dove.
Clear of the deck, his body lengthened,

his clothes fluttering into smooth grey hide,
his legs melding. A dolphin plunged into the
water and vanished. Jonesy jogged to the
bow himself and watched the animal riding
the bow wave. The finned body rose from
the water in an arch, then blurred into the
foam, again and again. Even with the tanker
so low in the water, the dolphin looked tiny.
Jonesy wondered how his bunkmate intended to get back on board.
“Did you know he could do that?” Jonesy
demanded of the world. By now, three other
crewmen had joined him, and they all
grunted negatives, spitting salt spray from
their lips as it gathered. They hadn’t realized
there was a warlock on board any more than
he had. They had no better an idea what to
think of it.
“Bloody hell, looks like fun, though, dunnit?” said Randolph after a moment.
Jones could feel envy gnawing at him. It
did look like fun, not to mention better than
getting slapped in the face with spray and
spit on by your mates. “He’d better fuckin’
tell us all about it,” he muttered to a chorus
of agreement. Usually the statement would
have had something to do with shore leave if
one of them had found a particularly fine
woman. Usually someone else would have
said it. This was a different kind of secondhand arousal.
They watched until other duties and the
captain called them away. Jones was lucky
enough to be at the stern when the dolphin
rocketed up from the depths, overtaking the
tanker in a burst of speed. Jones had seen the
incredible leaps in dolphin shows; it was
something else again to see the beast clear
the stern rail in a flip and transform in midair. Wellesley tumbled to the deck and
rolled, and even from some distance away
Jonesy could see him laughing.
Jonesy stood on deck enjoying the throb
of the engine passing through him. “Do the
Brits let your type into the navy, then?”
“My type?” Wellesley answered lightly.
“No, nowhere does, but they do let them into
the merchant marines.”
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Jonesy was proud of himself. A few days
ago, he would have blurted, Do the Brits let
warlocks into the navy? instead. He’d
learned better. So had Randall, whose nose
was now a stranger shape than before. “I
thought everyone on board this time was a
navy fella.”
“Almost. One navy or another. But there
was some guess that the pirates had a wizard
in the lot, so someone had the bright idea
maybe the bait-ship here should have one
too.”
Jonesy considered that. “I’m for it.”
“Good, since you bunk with him.”
At the time, Jonesy hadn’t realized that
the captain had put together the two odd
ducks of the crew. He’d only hoped Wellesley was either oblivious or tolerant. He
turned to look at his bunkmate. “Why would
a wizard who can do goddamn anything turn
pirate?”
“You mean a Somali wizard? Same reason as anyone else there. There’s no effing
money if you don’t hold something for ransom to get it. At least, that’s part of it.”
Wellesley sounded less cheerful now. “In
Africa, most of Africa anyway, wizards are
illegal. I’ve probably missed forty shore
leaves over that in my career. When we refuel, or if we send a handful of pirates
ashore, I’m staying on the Merlin. Can you
imagine what it’s like to be illegal, just for
what you are, half the places your boat
comes to land?”
Jonesy blustered through an uncomfortable cranny in his middle. “Nope,” he said,
rather than admitting he didn’t have to use
his imagination. Plenty of countries wouldn’t
like him any better than Wellesley, and
sometimes even his shipmates could be a
risk to him. He wiped spray from his face
with his sleeve, though it did very little
good. The fact was, Wellesley made him uncomfortable for a completely different set of
reasons than Wellesley made everyone else
uncomfortable. “Can’t imagine what it’s like
to be a dolphin either.”
The answering smile made Jonesy’s legs
ache. “Makes up for being born illegal. I
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don’t know how to explain it, though. We
have words for seeing, smelling, and hearing, not for echolocation and—” He broke
off, blushing far harder than the faint heat
Jonesy had tried to hide.
“You can’t just stop there.” Badgering
was irresistible, especially with nothing to
look at but light-grey sky and iron-grey water. Jonesy kept at it, with long silences to
put the younger man’s guard down, until the
watch was nearly over. Wellesley squirmed
and blushed and clicked at his elder’s manners.
“Fine! Remember you asked. Maybe it’s
something you Yanks would just laugh about
over a can of beer. Dolphins don’t have
hands, so if they want to poke at something
or play with it, well, the males just naturally
use their willy.” Wellesley looked down
meaningfully. “It’s nothing like using your
finger, believe me.”
Jonesy opened his mouth, closed it again,
and cleared his throat. “I believe you.”
Once he’d had the thought, it annoyed
him by popping in again at odd moments for
days. He was never going to try it, because
you just didn’t do that—well, not unless you
were a dolphin, apparently—but that didn’t
keep him from wondering what it would be
like to poke at things with his Johnson.

ing the deck as it rose to smack at his advancing foot. The noise was incredible. Suddenly, when he’d expected a drop, the tanker
leapt and shook like a dog. He lost his footing.
He slid. Frantic. The catwalk, the rail—
A hand at the middle of his back. For an
instant, he thought it pushed, and he clutched
desperately for a hold of any sort. The hand
closed on a fistful of his coat. With that help,
he could catch a bar and haul himself upright.
Wellesley grinned in the spray. He had
one arm locked around the rail, the other still
gripping Jonesy between the shoulders.

Jonesy found himself getting the fidgets
whenever he thought about how slowly they
were traveling. They cruised at the speed
which let Wellesly swim in great circles
around the tanker, riding the bow wave between laps for a rest. His fine sonar worked
better in the turbulent wake than any mechanical device, and pirates tended to approach in that turbulence knowing it made
them invisible. The point was to be caught—
but not to be caught by surprise. By day he
slept the deserved sleep of a tired man, and
the rest of the crew kept watch to stern.
Jonesy kept the same shift as his bunkmate,
squinting into the night for a break in the
Waves crashed across the deck, sliding moonlit waves, listening for engine trouble
from one rail to the other in slithering lines or shouts as much as for the sounds of apof foam. Jonesy had heard stories of under- proach.
They came at night. Wellesley threw himsea monsters big enough to wrap their arms
around even a supertanker. He didn’t believe self out of the water to report a cruiser with
in them, but when these hills of water two motorboats approaching, then threw
clutched at the pipes and rails, he thought of himself back in. Jonesy stared at the vanishthem. Even huge and laden as it was, the ing swirl, thinking fast, then called the alarm
in to the helm. He didn’t think Wellesley
Merlin rocked underfoot.
Jonesy hated this weather. He hated that would skip a fight, but he wasn’t sure. Soon,
he was supposed to keep watch in it. He squinting into the night, he thought he could
hated having to monitor valves in it. “If there make out the other boat. Then he was cerare pirates out in this,” he shouted, “they can tain. The stern would be the easiest place to
board, but the mother ship would overtake
have the damn ransom!”
Behind him Wellesley laughed. the tanker to fire across the bow. For communication between the ends of the tanker,
“They’d’ve earned it!”
They slipped and slid, buffeted by cold the pirates would have radios just as the
wet slaps. Jonesy had the rhythm of it, catch- crew did, but radios required a free hand and
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a free moment. He radioed his own news of
spotting the boats and received permission to
resist if it seemed wise.
Then he took up the hose. If his timing
was good, he could catch the side of one of
the little boats as it tossed in the wake and
flip it. If he was very lucky, he might take
them both. Without the boarding crew, the
mother ship’s pirates could still threaten to
shoot, but would have no one aboard the
Merlin. Shooting an oil tanker was dangerous, though, and they would get no ransom
for burning flotsam.
Jonesy tripped the valves, all but the last,
on his improvised cannon. Then he braced
his feet. He thought he could hear the choking buzz of small boats’ engines. He held
very still as the larger boat passed. Let them
think the Merlin was an easy target. Let them
think Merlin slept.
There was a clank almost directly ahead
of him, a grappling hook. It bounced across
the deck and caught. Jonesy shifted his
weight and popped up. The little boat below
him tossed in the turbulent wake, its small
crew invisible in the darkness. That made it
easier. He yanked the valve open to fire a
short jet of water at the starboard rail.
The boat tipped and wallowed, taking on
water. Then it heaved suddenly upward on
the near side and rolled. Jonesy could hear
shouts in God-knew-what language. Beyond
the shadows, a fin cut the water. From his
comfortable angle, it was clearly a dolphin’s,
but from sea level all fins are alarming. The
shouts sounded more desperate. With a
laugh, Jonesy shifted along the stern, looking
for the other boarders.
The tanker’s engines throbbed to a halt.
Jonesy had missed the rocket that had no
doubt been fired across the bow, but the
night seemed lighter. In the stark edges of
the shadows, he couldn’t find the second
boat, but apparently they could see him moving. Gunfire split the night. He threw himself
flat on the hose, then rolled to aim it. Turning on the water knocked him several feet,
but he had better luck than the standing pirate, knocking his enemy into the ocean.
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There was a splash, a thud, and a larger
splash. A moment later, Jonesy heard a definite high-pitched scream.
He wasn’t surprised when Wellesley
launched himself out of the water to fly onto
the deck. “Nice work,” Jonesy greeted.
“You, too. That was rather fun.”
“What did you do, bite their feet?”
In the dim light, Jonesy saw a flash of
teeth in a grin. “I might have nipped playfully at a toe or two. They’ll have figured it
out by now, but we seem to be leaving them
behind. Should I be concerned?”
Even after the engines are halted, a tanker
keeps going forward for a long time.
“They’re pirates. And there’s more of them.”
Bright teeth flashed. “Right. More toes.
I’d best have a look.”
“I’ll stay here, make sure nothing comes
up the ropes without my say-so.”
Wellesley clapped him on the shoulder
and jogged away. Jonesy blended himself
into a vertical pipe’s shadow and waited.
Fully five minutes later, he saw the trailing
rope twitch and the round shape of a head
rise up. Behind it gleamed a long cylinder,
the muzzle of a gun.
This was his kind of moment. He waited,
thinking of leopards. The slender figure rose
up in the darkness, limber and graceful in the
night. And it fell gracefully to the deck when
Jonesy struck it just above the ear.
He carried a pocketful of zip ties; they
were handy for so many things. They were
handy now. He quietly bound his captive’s
hands, then waited to see if anyone else
came up. The gun, he took for himself.
A flare of some sort rose up behind him,
making shadows leap to life, then shrink. In
its light he could see the rope swinging
freely from the hook and nobody nearby in
the water. With a shrug, he coiled the rope
up on the deck. He expected no further surprises from that direction. Even if the pirates
righted their little boats, all the equipment
would be sinking slowly to the ocean’s bottom.
He prodded his prisoner with his foot, not
hard, and received the same grouchy grum-
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ble he would have expected in any language.
In our sleep, he decided, we still speak the
language of Babel. It had been his favorite
story as a child. The better light showed him
fine cheekbones and an elegant profile. Either this was a very young pirate or a very
slim woman. He’d never heard of a woman
pirate here or anywhere. To move things
along, he prodded with the gun barrel and
barked, “Get up.”
She—yes, definitely she, a mystery for
later—gathered her body, twisted, and rose
with far too much grace for someone with
her hands behind her back. The idle tanker
moved gently on the waves. Jonesy pointed
forward and made her lead. He hoped he didn’t have to try to swap the woman for his
crewmates. He wasn’t a good diplomat, and
he wasn’t sure which of the men would be
touchiest about it afterward.
The woman shifted her hands in the lie.
He poked her with the barrel again. She said
something he didn’t understand, but the tone
was unmistakable. The gun in his hands
dripped. “If it won’t fire, I can still hit you
with it.”
She stilled her hands and kept walking.
There seemed to be a fireworks display
going on at the fore. What he’d taken for
flares, he realized, were something else,
things that zipped and darted in all directions
like minnows. When two struck, sparks flew
and whistled. The woman spat at the deck
and spoke a word, and Jonesy didn’t need a
translator. “Yeah, we have a warlock. Looks
like you did, too.”
The flares raged and subsided. Jonesy bit
his lip. A moment later, though, Wellesley’s
voice rang out. “That you, Jones?”
“Yeah!”
“Join the fun, why don’t you?”
The “fun” was a row of prisoners, dark
skinned and sullen. One looked truly furious.
Wellesley pointed with a staff he’d not displayed before, then tossed something like a
coin on his palm before putting it in his coat
pocket. “He was the hard one. I’d been
warned they might have a wizard, but I hadn’t expected one this strong.”
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Jonesy pointed his charge to a spot beyond the others. She slouched to her place,
claiming a wider space between herself and
the last man than he would have expected.
Seated, she shook her head once, apparently
still aching from his blow. He didn’t feel bad
about it.
“Nice gun,” said Randolph. “Gonna
fuckin’ throw it at ’em?”
Drying, it had a fine sheen of salt. He
doubted it would fire, but he liked the heft.
“Was gonna club ’em like baby seals.”
Wellesley gave him a private look that
made Jonesy sorry he’d said it, though he
wasn’t sure if it showed concern for pirates
or a fondness for seals. The young wizard
raised an eyebrow to the captain. Getting a
nod, he spoke to the prisoners.
“Did you know he could talk A-rab?”
Randolph muttered.
“Nope. Somehow, though, I’m not surprised.”
The prisoners sneered at first, dropped a
little, and began casting sideways looks at
their own wizard. He looked defiant. His
eyes blazed, and he heaved himself over in
what looked like a suicidal escape attempt.
Wellesley lunged at him, catching the man’s
hair. His coat flapped forward against the
man’s face and—
And Wellesley had a tenuous hold on a
large squid, tentacles tearing at him and the
great beak snapping. Jonesy took a chance
on the gun, thrusting it at the great eye nearest him. The trigger did nothing, so he
jabbed instead, figuring even a warlock
wouldn’t like a poke in the eye. The huge
creature spasmed and lashed him aside with
a giant ripping arm.
From the corner of his eye he saw a purple light, brief, leaving an orange blob behind on his eyelids. An instant later he heard
a gunshot. Rolling to his feet, he ignored a
pain in his ribs.
The arms of the squid lashed, but without
purpose. The captain hadn’t lowered his pistol. Wellesley disentangled himself and
looked at the corpse with what seemed to be
regret.
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The other pirates had edged away, though
two were still in range of the twitching tentacles. Jonesy noticed something wrong. There
was a zip tie in a neat circle sitting on the
deck. “Where’s the girl?” he shouted.
“Where’s the damn girl?”
Randolph rushed to the rail. “There’s
something at the side. Looks like—ink?”
“Ink,” Jonesy echoed, feeling blank.
Wellesley stared at them both for a moment,
then dashed away. Jonesy followed, hearing
commands to watch the prisoners and assuming the orders weren’t for him.
It was a long run. Someone had cut the
pirates’ vessel adrift, and it wallowed a little
distance away. A great tentacle rose from the
water and fastened itself to the side of the
small boat, then another. And an octopus, of
all things, heaved out of the sea, coming
over the rail one arm at a time.
Then, by some geometry Jonesy didn’t
want to remember, it shifted and blurred. His
former prisoner stood on the deck of her boat
and waved, then added another equally universal hand gesture. Since the gun hadn’t
fired before, Jonesy returned the communication with vigor. “Can’t you do something?” he snapped at his friend.
Wellesley sighed, panting. “I only beat
Squiddy before because I was smarter, better
trained, and totally unexpected. Think karate
black belt against sumo wrestler—he was
way stronger. If she’s survived in Africa this
long, and even managed to join this lot, now
I can’t bet on any of those things.”
The girl disappeared toward the helm. A
moment later, the engine coughed to life.
“Fuck, Wells, I caught her.”
“Surprised her? Then walked her right
where she wanted to be? She wanted her
boat back.”
It was curving away now. Jonesy thought
she might go back for whatever pirates and
boats still floated in the vast ocean. If he’d
been one of those men, though, he wouldn’t
have liked to depend on her. An octopus was
not a social animal. “She’s got it.”
“And something to think about. I don’t
suppose you know what I told them.”
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“Something that made them unhappy with
their war—wizard.”
He’d hoped Wellesley missed the slip. A
moment of tight lips said he hadn’t. “I told
them the International Commission Against
Piracy would put all Somali pirates up for
trial in Kenya, and that we’d already radioed
for their pickup before they’d set foot on
deck. I told them the exception was wizards
who agreed to be bonded to the British
Crown. Kenya’s easier on wizards than
many African countries—they don’t teach
them, but they leave them alone until one
turns criminal. And they do cauterize the
stumps.”
Jonesy had never heard this cold, level
tone from his usually jolly friend. “I don’t
think you convinced her.”
“Doesn’t look like it, but she may spread
the word. Speaking of action at a distance,
by the way—the safety’s still on.”
“Shit.” It was.
“What navy did you say you were in?”
“Fuck you. We’d better go back, in case
the whole crew’s wizards.”
“I think it must have been the Andorran
navy.”
“Never heard of ’em. Let’s go.”
They did, but slowly. Wellesley seemed
exhausted. “Andorra’s about the size of the
Merlin. Also, landlocked.”
“Did I say ‘Fuck you,’ or did I say ‘Fuck
you’?”
“So shoot me. Take the safety off first.”
Jonesy did, but only to make a show of
putting it back on as they rejoined the others.
The prisoners had been moved away from
the rail, now spread against a wall to be
searched. A few hours later, a ship from India’s navy took on seven pirates, and the
Merlin continued on its way.
“Think it’ll matter?” Randolph mused.
“Drop in the bucket,” Jonesy told him.
“Course, they may have to start wondering
how many other tankers are crewed by marines, navy sailors, and wizards.”
“You mean they aren’t all?” Randolph
snorted. “Anyway, your shift’s over if you
want to catch a nap.”
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“Thought I’d see the sun rise first. Too
wound up to sleep.”
“Quite the night, wasn’t it? You and
Wells going to celebrate?”
“Oh, yeah. Seconds on Jell-O tonight.”
Randolph gave him a knowing smirk.
Jonesy looked as blank as he knew how to.
“Right,” the square-shouldered man said
eventually. Unlike Jonesy, Randolph was
still on duty and had to move on.
The sun crawled over the horizon. Jonesy
squinted against the glare, wondering how
many reporters were scrambling for copy
about the Merlin as he comfortably moved
away from them at twelve knots. He wondered if they’d get any of it right. He wondered if the Indian crew had brought in the
dead squid and the collapsed coin-sized staff,
or if they’d heaved both overboard to make
their report easier. He might have himself,
before he knew Wellesley.
He sighed and headed for his bunk.
Wellesley seemed to be asleep, but once
Jonesy was down and dozing, Wellesley
said, “Thanks.”
“For what?”
“Not every mate would jump in to poke
Squidboy in the eye for me.”
“Oh. That.” Jonesy poked at his stillpainful rib. It might be cracked, but it wasn’t
broken. “No problem.”
The room hummed slightly with the engine’s work.
“Sorry,” Jonesy said.
“For what?”
“For... It’s amazing I can walk with both
feet in my mouth, isn’t it?”
“Oh. That.”
The Merlin purred for them. Jonesy could
feel the slight movement melting his tight
bones apart and knew he would sleep soon.
“I’m sorry too.”
“For what?” Jonesy’s puzzlement was
real. Wellesley never did anything wrong.
“Not being the least bit interested.”
“Oh,” said Jonesy. For once, he didn’t try
to find a sideways denial. There didn’t seem
to be much point. “That’s fine.”
“You sure? I’ll swap bunks with someone
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if it would help.”
“I’d rather you didn’t.”
“All right, then.”
Jonesy’s mind moved slowly over his options, testing each and moving on.
“Wellesley? Thanks.”
A questioning sound.
“Decks get real slippery sometimes.
When people know.”
“Oh. I thought maybe you meant for letting you look like you knew how a gun
worked.”
“Fuck you,” Jonesy said, not without affection, and turned his back. He heard a low
sleepy chuckle from the other bunk. He felt
wide-awake now.
Someone else had guessed once when
Jonesy was a lot younger. Moments later,
Jonesy had been in midair, then gulping up
seawater. A float had splashed down beside
him as he worked out which way was where
the air was. Whoever had thrown it—and
Jonesy knew full well who hadn’t—had a
strong arm. The boat had been well off by
the time he looked for it, though he had seen
heads and heard shouts. Well off, and not
changing course.
He’d had a sudden realization: they were
going to leave him out there on the boundless ocean, one lone unmissed queer on a
float. He’d felt a sudden horror, kicking
hopelessly after the boat, wondering if it was
better to die of exposure or sharks. Waves
obscured everything, direction and horizon
and goal. He’d never been seasick in his life
until bobbing like a cork. He had shut his
eyes to close away the emptiness, because
now even when he rose to the crests the water was empty.
And then he’d felt the rubbery muscular
nuzzle of a life raft against his back. The
ocean shrank while men had called him an
idiot in three languages for getting turned
around. They had hauled him back to solid
safety.
The crewman he’d been working with had
stayed behind. He’d said Jonesy was baptized now, wasn’t he? And Jonesy had said
yes he was and he was washed clean and
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now he wouldn’t need a shower for another
month, all the while grinning like a real man
who hadn’t been scared a bit. He had pretended all the gay was washed right out of
him.
Now, he kept his mouth shut and stayed
busy.
Was there, maybe, a reason the first
magic Wellesley had shown them was that if
they pitched him off, he’d play in the water
and flip himself right back onto the stern?
Jonesy amused himself with replaying his
own history if he’d been able to transform

too. He began to feel stirrings of envy at the
idea of moving comfortably from deck to
water and back. The other sailor would have
hurt him before dropping him over again,
was all the difference that would have made.
Envy and fear never made one man any better toward another, not really.
Jonesy sighed and tried to go to sleep,
though he feared the dreams the past night
would give him.
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